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Statement of purpose

Introduction
My name is ……….daughter of ……………..and citizen of………., Nepal holding passport no………... I am mar-
ried to Mr. …….with the approval of both families on………….., currently residing at …………..with 
in-laws…………………………. My Husband Mr. …………is currently studying Automotive Technology in Aus-
tralian Health and management institute Sydney. We were classmates during our Bachelor 
level study in Kathmandu. Our relationship started as good friends to lovers afterwards. During 
our Bachelor, his family approached my family with marriage proposal and we got married 
legally following all traditions of Nepalese culture.

Marriage and Commitments
We committed ourselves as couples on 14th Feb 2015 on Valentine's day. And almost a year 
after we got married. After we both completed our Bachelor from Pasupati Multiple Campus 
affiliated under Trivuwan University, my husband wished to pursue his further study in abroad. 
So he applied for Australian health and management institute for Automotive course. As he 
always had been dreaming to follow his dreams and was desperate to achieve goals of life, 
we found Australia as the best destination. And me as well as our family was always there for 
him and happy with his decision. After visa approval by High Commission of Australia, we were 
very happy for him and on other side, we were sad with the fact that he had to leave his 
nation, family and everything behind. But we stood by his side strongly so because he was 
going to live a life which he dreamed for long time where he can achieve his career goals.

Communication 
Though the world has become a small place now by the help of lots of communication facili-
ties, it is always a hard time for couples to be apart from each other’s. We have been in touch 
through different social medias like Facebook, Imo, WhatsApp and Skype. We have been 
together for long time but as soon as he left, it feels like decades that I haven't seen him. A new 
land, new country with different social life, and culture and differences in time (5 hrs 15 min in 

summer) it’s always a bit difficult to contact each other. We both miss each other’s company 
badly. Social media has only given a virtual world where we can see but are not able to touch. 
Love and support is always most important thing in life and in a case like this where one has to 
leave his everything behind, it plays the most significant role. I always wanted to be with him in 
every ups and downs of his life. We both feel that we can meet Every goals of our life if we 
could be together in every steps of our life. Distance has taught us new lessons of life and 
value of each other much more and our bond and love has reached a very new level and it 
has grown much deeper. I want to be with my husband during his study as a student's depen-
dent to make our relationship stronger and support him in every step of his journey. 

Future Plans
As Australia is one of the developed countries in the world, in all aspects life education, health, 
communications, it is always a great experience to be there. I can learn lots of new knowledge 
and I can definitely enhance my skills which can directly affect my life back in Nepal after 
returning. I am always curious about learning new cultures and traditions, can closely watch 
the economic development of this beautiful country. A close observation of all political, eco-
nomical and educational development of Australia will definitely boost me up which can be a 
very important part of my life when I will be in Nepal. I can be skilful and well experienced 
which will help me to come up with any kinds of problems in future and I can share my knowl-
edge to everyone in Nepal. After I return to my home country, I can share my skill and knowl-
edge to everyone and utilize it properly. 

Conclusion 
I have understood all the terms and conditions of my limits to visa subclass 500 as a student 
dependent which has been recently introduced in the application since 1st July 2016 under 
SSVF (Simplified Student Visa Framework) for all the international students who wish to join the 
main applicant in Australia. Regarding to our financial support, both families are ready to 
support us and are very positive and happy with my decision of supporting my husband and 
for our relationship and future. I believe that I have made the best decision of my life to sup-

port my husband and share his struggles and difficulties of his life as his wife and better half. 
Therefore, I am very much grateful as well as hopeful for the consideration by the Department 
of Immigration and Border Protection for my entry to Australia as a temporary entrant and 
allow me to be with my husband through her ups and downs.

Sincerely 

………………………….
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